If you want to communicate in the workplace with your Spanish-speaking clients, customers and co-workers, or just be able to better understand Spanish, this class is for you. Individual help available. Instructor Heather Cook has taught Spanish at both the secondary and higher education levels.

- Learn how to communicate with Spanish speaking co-workers, employees, clients, customers, friends & neighbors.
- Taught Tuesday nights for 10-weeks
- This is a popular class and fills up fast!

**UBTech Vernal Campus**
450 North 2000 West
Room CB-145

*40% Custom Fit discount available for eligible companies, CALL BEFORE YOU REGISTER.
Custom Fit reduces tuition and book costs by 40 percent.
For questions or to sign up for Custom Fit contact:
Lezlee at 725.7109, lezlee@ubtech.edu or Heather at 725.7127, hlowry@ubtech.edu

Register Here: https://beginning_spanish_ubtech_custom_fit.eventbrite.com